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Generalizing the norm and trace mappings for F
qr
/F
q
, we introduce an interesting
class of polynomials over "nite "elds and study their properties. These polynomials
are then used to construct curves over "nite "elds with many rational points. ( 1999
Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of equations over "nite "elds is a basic topic in classical number
theory. Its foundations were laid by mathematicians such as Fermat, Euler,
Lagrange, Gauss, and Galois, among others. The object of the "rst investiga-
tions in this theory was congruences of the special form
y2,f (x) (modulo a prime number), (1.1)
where f (x) is a polynomial with integer coe$cients. Assuming an analogue of
Riemann’s hypothesis for the zeta function that he introduced, Artin conjec-
tured an upper bound for the number of solutions of (1.1). Artin’s conjecture
was then proved by Hasse for polynomials f (x) of degrees 3 and 4 over
arbitrary "nite "elds, and was widely generalized by Weil as follows: Let C be424
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POLYNOMIALS OVER FINITE FIELDS 425a non-singular projective absolutely irreducible algebraic curve of genus g,
de"ned over a "nite "eld F
l
, then
DdC(F
l
)!(l#1) D42g )Jl, (1.2)
where C(F
l
) denotes the set of F
l
-rational points of C. This inequality is
equivalent to the validity of Riemann’s hypothesis for the zeta function
associated to the curve.
The interest in curves over "nite "elds with many rational points (i.e.,
dC(F
l
) is &&close’’ to the upper bound in (1.2)) was renewed after Goppa’s
construction of codes with good parameters from such curves [Go]. More-
over the number of solutions of congruences in two or more variables is
related to estimates of exponential sums over "nite "elds (see [Mo]), "nite
geometries (see [Hi]), sequences with low discrepancy (see [Ni}Xi]), and
correlations of shift register sequences (see [Li}Ni]).
The construction of curves with many points over F
qr
is often performed using
special polynomials p(X)3F
q
[X]. The essential properties of p(X) are some-
times of the following form (where we denote by K an algebraic closure of F
q
):
Property I. One has that p (F
qr
)-F
q
, and for most elements a3F
q
, a is
a simple root of p (X)!p(a).
Property II. The set &"Mc3K Dp (X)!c has multiple roots in KN has
low cardinality, and one has a nice description of the multiplicities of the
roots.
The goal of this note is to consider a special class of polynomials
p
r
(X)3F
q
[X]. These polynomials p
r
(X) give rise to polynomial functions on
F
qr
that are invariant under the Galois group of the "eld extension F
qr
/F
q
.
Their basic property is the recursion formula
p
r
(X)q!p
r
(X)"(Xqr!X) ) p
r~1
(X)q. (1.3)
Using this formula we investigate, in Section 3, Properties I and II for p
r
(X).
We then use the polynomials p
r
(X) in Section 4 to construct curves over
F
qr
with many rational points.
2. THE POLYNOMIALS s
r,j
(X) AND p
r
(X)
For all j3Z and integers r51 we de"ne a polynomial s
r, j
(X)3F
q
[X] as
follows:
s
r, j
(X) :"0 for j(0
s
r,0
(X) :"1
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r,1
(X) :"X#Xq#2#Xqr~1
s
r,2
(X) :"X1‘q#X1‘q¨#2#Xqr~2‘qr~1 (2.1)
F
s
r, r
(X) :"X1‘q‘2‘qr~1
s
r, j
(X) :"0 for j’r.
We call r the level of s
r, j
(X). Note that the number of monomials in s
r, j
(X)
is the binomial coe$cient ( r
j
) and that
deg s
r, j
(X)"qr~1#qr~2#2#qr~j (2.2)
for 14j4r. Important special cases are the polynomials s
r,1
(X) and s
r, r
(X)
which de"ne, respectively, the trace and the norm maps for the "eld extension
F
qr
/F
q
. The polynomials s
r, j
(X) are closely related to the elementary symmet-
ric polynomials S
j
(X
1
,2, Xr) in r variables over Fq, namely
s
r, j
(X)"S
j
(X, Xq,2, Xqr~1) (2.3)
(for 14j4r).
LEMMA 2.1. For all j3Z and r52 it holds that
s
r,j
(X)q!s
r,j
(X)"(Xqr!X) ) s
r~1,j~1
(X)q.
Proof. By inspection. j
Remark 2.2. There are some other recursion formulas for s
r, j
(X), e.g.,
s
r, j
(X)"s
r~1, j
(X)q#X ) s
r~1, j~1
(X)q
and
s
r,j
(X)q!s
r,j
(X)"Xqr ) s
r, j~1
(X)!X ) s
r, j~1
(X)q
for r52.
We generalize the de"nition of s
r,j
(X) as follows:
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a sequence (c
0
, c
1
, c
2
,2) of elements ci3Fq , we
de,ne a sequence of polynomials p
r
(X)3F
q
[X] by
p
r
(X) :" r+
i/0
c
i
) s
r,r~i
(X) (for r51).
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r
(X) depend on the choice of the sequence (c
i
)
i50
. For
instance, "xing an integer k50 and setting
c
i
:"G
1 for i"k,
0 for iOk,
we obtain the sequence of polynomials
(0, 0,2, sk,0(X), sk‘1,1(X),2, sk‘n,n(X),2).
Therefore the polynomials s
r, j
(X) can be realized as s
r,j
(X)"p
r
(X), for an
appropriate choice of the sequence (c
i
)
i50
.
THEOREM 2.4. For all r52 holds
p
r
(X)q!p
r
(X)"(Xqr!X) )p
r~1
(X)q.
Proof. By de"nition of p
r
(X) and Lemma 2.1 we have
p
r
(X)q!p
r
(X)" r+
i/0
(cq
i
) s
r, r~i
(X)q!c
i
) s
r,r~i
(X))
" r+
i/0
cq
i
(s
r,r~i
(X)q!s
r,r~i
(X))
"r~1+
i/0
cq
i
) (Xqr!X) ) s
r~1,r~i~1
(X)q
"(Xqr!X) )p
r~1
(X)q. j
Remark 2.5. Suppose that (q
r
(X))
r51
is a sequence of polynomials over
a "eld K.F
q
which satis"es the recursion formula of Theorem 2.4:
q
r
(X)q!q
r
(X)"(Xqr!X) ) q
r~1
(X)q for all r52.
Then there is a unique sequence (c
i
)
i50
of elements c
i
3F
q
such that the
corresponding polynomials p
r
(X) are equal to q
r
(X), for all r51. We leave
the proof to the reader.
3. PROPERTIES OF p
r
(X)
Throughout this section we "x a sequence (c
i
)
i50
in F
q
and study the
corresponding polynomials p
r
(X)3F
q
[X] as de"ned in Section 2. Let K.F
q
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q
; all "nite extension "elds F
qr
.F
q
will be
considered as sub"elds of K. For a polynomial f (X)3K[X], the correspond-
ing polynomial map is denoted by f :KPK.
It is well known that the norm and trace mappings in an extension F
qr
/F
q
are surjective mappings from F
qr
to F
q
. More generally we show:
THEOREM 3.1. (i) p
r
(F
qr
)-F
q
.
(ii) If p
r
(X) is non-constant, the map p
r
: F
qr
PF
q
is surjective.
Proof. (i) The assertion is trivial for r"1. Now let r52 and a3F
qr
. By
Theorem 2.4 we have
p
r
(a)q!p
r
(a)"(aqr!a) ) p
r~1
(a)q"0,
hence p
r
(a)3F
q
.
(ii) The cardinality of each "bre of a non-constant polynomial map is
bounded by the degree of the polynomial. Suppose now that the map
p
r
: F
qr
PF
q
is not surjective; then
qr"d(F
qr
)4(q!1) )deg p
r
(X)4(q!1)(qr~1#2#q#1)"qr!1
(we have used (2.2)). This is a contradiction, so p
r
:F
qr
PF
q
is surjective. j
If p
r
"s
r,1
(resp. p
r
"s
r,r
) is the trace (resp. norm) map from F
qr
to F
q
, all
elements a3K with the property p
r
(a)3F
q
are in F
qr
. In general we have
a slightly weaker result:
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that p
r
(X) is non-constant. ‚et a3K be such that
p
r
(a)3F
q
. „hen
a3F
qt
for some t3M1,2, rN.
Proof. By induction. For r"1,
p
1
(X)"c
0
X#c
1
with c
0
, c
1
3F
q
and c
0
O0.
The assertion is trivial in this case. Now let r52. By Theorem 2.4,
p
r
(X)q!p
r
(X)"(Xqr!X) )p
r~1
(X)q.
Since p
r
(a)3F
q
, we obtain that
(aqr!a) )p
r~1
(a)q"0.
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qr
we are done. If a NF
qr
then p
r~1
(a)O0 and p
r~1
(X) is non-constant.
It then follows from the induction hypothesis that a3F
qt
for some
t3M1,2, r!1N. j
In the special case r"2, p
2
(X) has the form
p
2
(X)"c
0
Xq‘1#c
1
(Xq#X)#c
2
with c
i
3F
q
.
If (c
0
, c
1
)O(0, 0), we have from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for a3K
p
2
(a)3F
q
8a3F
q¨
. (3.1)
Of course, one can also prove (3.1) directly.
Next we investigate Property II for the polynomials p
r
(X).
THEOREM 3.3. „he set &
r
:"Mc3K Dp
r
(X)!c has multiple roots in KN is
contained in F
q
.
Proof. The case r"1 being trivial (since &
1
"0) we can assume that
r52. By Theorem 2.4 the derivative p@
r
(X) is
p@
r
(X)"p
r~1
(X)q.
Let c3K. An element a3K is a multiple root of p
r
(X)!c if and only if
p
r
(a)"c and p
r~1
(a)"0.
In this case we obtain from Theorem 2.4 that
cq!c"p
r
(a)q!p
r
(a)"(aqr!a) )p
r~1
(a) q"0,
hence c3F
q
. j
For a3K and c :"p
r
(a) we denote by m
r
(a) the multiplicity of a as a root of
the polynomial p
r
(X)!c.
COROLLARY 3.4. If m
r
(a)’1 then p
r
(a)3F
q
and
a3F
qt
for some t3M1,2, r!1N.
Proof. That p
r
(a)3F
q
follows from Theorem 3.3; the other assertion
follows from Theorem 3.2 since we have p
r~1
(a)"0. j
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that p
r
(X) is non-constant. ‚et
a3F
qrC Z
14t:r
F
qt
.
„hen a is a simple root of p
r
(X)!c, with c :"p
r
(a)3F
q
.
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q
follows from Theorem 3.1. j
Now we investigate the possible multiplicities m
r
(a) at the rth level.
THEOREM 3.6. ‚et a3K be such that p
r
(a)3F
q
. „hen we have
a3F
qr
Nm
r
(a),1 mod q,
aNF
qr
Nm
r
(a),0 mod q.
In particular, for c3F
q
all simple roots of p
r
(X)!c are in F
qr
.
Proof. Setting c :"p
r
(a), we obtain from Theorem 2.4 that
(p
r
(X)!c)q!(p
r
(X)!c) "(Xqr!X) )p
r~1
(X)q.
The result follows immediately, since the elements of F
qr
are simple roots of
Xqr!X. j
The next remark gives some more precise information on the multiplicities
m
r
(a). We omit the details of the assertion and the proofs.
Remark 3.7. For a3K with m
r
(a)51, we de"ne two integers a, b with
04b(a4r by
F
qa
"F
q
(a) and b"r!C
r
aD ) a.
Then we have
m
r
(a)" k+
i/0
qb‘ia, for some k(C
r
aD.
We end up this section with a remark that will be used in Section 4 for the
construction of some curves with many rational points.
Remark 3.8. Besides the case of the trace map p
r
(X)"s
r,1
(X) (in which
case we have &
r
"0), there is another interesting situation in which &
r
OF
q
,
and we are going to explore this situation later (see Example 4.3). Consider
the polynomial
p
3
(X) :"s
3,2
(X)"Xq¨‘q#Xq¨‘1#Xq‘1, q odd.
One can easily check that &
3
is the image of the following map
u: G
Mb3F
q¨
Dbq#b"0N P F
q
,
b > bq‘1"!b2.
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d(&
3
)"1#q!1
2
"q#1
2
.
Also one can easily check that for an element c3&
3
CM0N, the polynomial
p
3
(X)!c has exactly two multiple roots belonging to F
q¨
CF
q
(both of them
with multiplicity q) and that all other roots are simple (i.e., there are exactly
q2!q simple roots belonging to F
q˚
).
4. AN APPLICATION: CURVES WITH MANY POINTS OVER F
qr
In this section we use the polynomials p
r
(X) for constructing curves with
many points over F
qr
.
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et r52. „hen the curve
>qr~1#2#>q#>"X1‘q#X1‘q¨#2#Xqr~¨‘qr~1 (4.1)
is absolutely irreducible. „he non-singular projective model C of this curve has
genus
g"qr~1(qr~1!1)/2,
and the number of F
qr
-rational points of C is
N"1#q2r~1.
Remarks 4.2. (i) Note that we can write equation (4.1) as s
r,1
(>)"s
r,2
(X),
with s
r, j
(X) as in Section 2.
(ii) Taking q"2 and r"3, Theorem 4.1 provides a curve of genus
6 with 33 rational points over F
8
. One does not know any curve over F
8
of
genus 6 having more than 33 rational points [Ge}Vl 2, St 2].
(iii) Taking q"3 and r"3, Theorem 4.1 provides a curve of genus 36
with 244 rational points over F
27
. One does not know any curve over F
27
of
genus 36 having more than 244 rational points [Ge}Vl 1,2].
Proof of „heorem 4.1. For r"2, the curve C is the Hermitian curve over
F
q¨
, and the result is well known [St 1, Lemma VI.4.4]. So we can assume that
r53. Let K(x) denote the rational function "eld over K and E"K (x, y)
a "eld extension where y satis"es equation (4.1) over K(x). In order to prove
that (4.1) is absolutely irreducible we must show that [E: K(x)]"qr~1. It is
su$cient to show that E.K (x) contains (qr~1!1)/(p!1) pairwise distinct
432 GARCIA AND STICHTENOTHintermediate "elds E
i
such that E
i
/K (x) is cyclic of degree p"char(K), cf.
[Ga}St, Sect. 1]. We "nd such intermediate "elds as follows: "rst of all, let
a3KCM0N such that
aqr~1#2#aq#a"0, (4.2)
and let
z :"(aqr~2#2#aq#a) yqr~2#2#(aq#a) yq#ay.
One checks easily that
zq!z"!a(yqr~1#2#yq#y)"!a (x1‘q#2#xqr~2‘qr~1). (4.3)
The right-hand side of (4.3) can be written as
!axqr~1‘1#g (x)#h (x)q,
where g(x), h (x) are polynomials with
deg g (x)(qr~1#1, deg h (x)(qr~1#1.
Therefore the element u :"z!h(x) satis"es
uq!u"!axqr~1‘1#l (x) (4.4)
with a polynomial l(x)3K[x] of degree4qr~1. Let q"pl. For 0Ok3F
q
consider the element
w :"(ku)pl~1#2#(ku)p#ku;
then
wp!w"!kaxqr~1‘1#lk (x)
with lk(x)3K[x] of degree4qr~1. Let a run over all nonzero roots of
equation (4.2), then !ka also runs over all these roots. So we have shown
that for all c3KCM0N with
cqr~1#2#cq#c"0
there are an element wc3E and a polynomial fc(x)3K[x] such that
wpc!wc"c )xq
r~1‘1#fc(x), deg fc(x)4qr~1. (4.5)
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So we have constructed at least (qr~1!1)/(p!1) distinct intermediate "elds
Ec"K (x, wc)-E with [Ec :K (x)]"p.
The genus of Ec is [St 1, p. 201]
g (Ec)"qr~1 ) (p!1)/2,
and the pole of x is totally rami"ed in Ec/K(x). Now [Ga-St, Theorem 2.1]
gives the genus of the curve C:
g (C)"g(E)"qr~1!1
p!1 )
qr~1(p!1)
2
"qr~1(qr~1!1)/2.
For all a3F
qr
we have that
a1‘q#a1‘q¨#2#aqr~2‘qr~1": b3F
q
,
by Theorem 3.1; hence there are qr~1 distinct elements j3F
qr
such that
jqr~1#2#jq#j"b.
We have thus shown that E has exactly qr ) qr~1#1 F
qr
-rational places, i.e.,
the number of F
qr
-rational points of C is N"1#q2r~1. j
We conclude this paper with two other examples of curves (over F
q˚
resp.
over F
q¸
) having many rational points.
EXAMPLE 4.3. „he curve over F
q˚
(q odd) with de,ning equation
yq¨‘q‘1"Xq¨‘q#Xq¨‘1#Xq‘1!c,
where c is a non-zero element in the image of the map u in Remark 3.8, is
absolutely irreducible and has genus
g"(q2#q) (q2!q#1)/2.
Its non-singular model has
N"(q2#1) (q3#1)
rational points over F
q˚
.
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q˚
(x, y).
F
q˚
(x) is cyclic of degree q2#q#1. Since the theory of cyclic extensions is
well known [St 1, Sect. VI.3], we leave the details to the reader (observe
Remark 3.8). j
EXAMPLE 4.4. „he curve over F
q¸
with de,ning equation
>q˚‘q¨‘q‘1"Xq˚‘q#Xq¨‘1
is absolutely irreducible and has genus
g"q (q5#q3!q2!2q!1)/2.
Its non-singular model has
N"(q2#1) (q5#1)
rational points over F
q¸
.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Example 4.3. j
Remark 4.5. (i) For q"3, Example 4.3 provides a curve of genus 42 with
280 rational points over F
27
. One does not know any curve over F
27
of genus
42 having more than 280 rational points [Ge}Vl 2].
(ii) For q"2, Example 4.4 gives a curve of genus 31 having 165 rational
points over F
16
. This is a new record; cf. [Ge}Vl 2].
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